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CHAPTER TWENTY TWO 

THE MACHINE STOPS? 1984? BRAVE NEW WORLD? 

Because responsible decision-making has been removed from citizens to be replaced by post-

modern rights machinery we feel both disempowered and empowered in a confusing moral limbo.  

We are not happy but feel we should be so because we have been granted so many privileges.  Of 

course we can only be happy if we do the right things, because what we do is our identity.  Yet the 

right things have been pre-scribed by authority.  We can only deliver or accept those prescriptions. 

What is missing is personal prescription.  We are educated to make prescribed decisions.  We are 

also educated to expect prescribed service. 

So the world seems flat, stale & wearisome – the only ways to mitigate the ennui are to buy new 

stuff, fly to different climates, forget; promenade – because we deliver prescriptions - we’re worth it 

– we’ve the right – we deserve it. 

We return – Cultures (Civilizations) are methods - not granted states – not the rights to be this or 

that – not the infrastructures of the state, or a state to which we’ve grown accustomed.  

If a bored citizen becomes a part of method-making then curiosity and ingenuity can engage her.  

She can reclaim her common humanity and walk away from enclosures of the state.   

But conversation with a bored, rights-obsessed consumerist is not possible, because her world has 

no physics.  That physics is taken care of by appropriately prescribed expertise.  

Have we become as E M Forster’s worshipers and dependants of the Machine in his The Machine 

Stops?  We seem very like it to me.  Nineteen Eighty Four and Brave New World paint related 

pictures – All with outer lands of the outcasts where humanity could resume her story, living with 

the rewards and difficulties of laws of nature and not with the comforts of the Machine. 

From Nineteen Thirty it would have been easy to see Two Thousand and Twelve ahead, while one 

foot remained on ordinary, natural ground. 

I propose that we follow the stories through and begin to occupy those outer lands, until the words 

which convey the physics of those lands create a fashionable flood. 

In the beginning was the word? 

In the beginning was the failure – the community of failures – then one by one, the varied solutions.  

Those solutions will always be found in solitary heads, because we receive worldly physics through 

solitary senses.  But glancing across at our neighbours we’ll find similar remedies to our own, which 

can be applied and adapted in common.  The words which will re-tell stories of the fall (or of exile to 

the Outer Lands!) will be generated from a deeper common and from the potent vivacity of ordinary 

lives. 

*** 

The relief of the ordinary in those outer lands is a part of the potency in my nostalgia.  For moral 

solution, I look simply to myself, since mine is common, ordinary human nature.  For technical 
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solutions, I step ordinarily from my door and begin pragmatically with what I can find.  Just as it is 

foolish to look for replacements for oil, whose powers have been extra-ordinary, it is also foolish to 

look for replacements for internal combustion engines, jet aeroplanes and powerful agricultural 

machines.  We have descended to ordinary Earth and must live by ordinary physical and biological 

laws.  Pre-Seventeenth Century modern cultures have thriven without fossil fuels, though never with 

the demands of oil-grown populations.  What’s more, coal had rescued the Seventeenth Century 

economy, just as forests had been asset-stripped for heating, house and ship building. 

We have grown god-like powers, not by technology, but by what powered those technologies: coal, 

gas and oil.  

Our problems do seem insurmountable, but at least we can begin with what we have, rather than 

with oil-replacement fantasies. 

We begin where the Seventeenth Century left off – without timber.  Coal cannot rescue us. 

WE HAVE SOIL – Pesticides, fungicides, herbicides and artificial fertilisers have reduced soil life 

(fertility) and so as these become unavailable, so soil life may increase towards an optimum balance.  

We see from organic conversion statistics how crop yields increase year by year after an initial 

dramatic fall.  Moreover, agricultural cycles will come to be seen as vitally important.  Designing 

systems for the return of sewage, by-products and wastes to arable and horticultural fields will be 

seen as urgent. 

Food is central to any economy and if we can grow enough food, the rest, whatever the difficulties 

can follow.   If we cannot grow enough food, then there is little more to be said. 

One point aside: many polemics over recent years have used yield statistics from the Nineteen 

Thirties and Forties as indicators of the likely yields from a future “organic” production. 

According to HMSO the average UK yield of oats in 1948 was 14cwt (0.7 tons) per acre and in 1966 

22.4cwt (1.12 tons) per acre.  On an organically-managed upland farm in North Wales we usually 

exceed two tons per acre, using nothing but rotation and modern varieties of seed.  In truth, the 

larger part of yield increases of “green revolution” agriculture has not been achieved by increasing 

application of fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides and growth regulators but simply by in-

line selection for high yielding varieties.  Of course an optimum yield of agricultural cereal varieties 

has probably now been reached.  Seed production depends on a plant’s metabolism – on stem, leaf, 

nutrients, water and sunlight.  The essential structure of a plant can only bear so much metabolism. 

Of course, the plant breeder’s job never ends.  For instance, breeding for varieties symbiotic to 

organic production methods has hardly begun and moreover the maintenance (by continued 

selection) of open pollinated varieties is essential to maintain their vigour.  Recent breeding has 

focused on single traits, whereas a more productive approach may be to consider the complexity of 

the multiple traits that make the whole.  Mixed variety & species cropping may also lead to further 

symbiotic and resilient benefits.  You can see at once that the successful plant breeder must be 

intuitive artist as much as sceptical technician and as familiar with the field as she is with the 

laboratory.  Here is Dr John Navazio, a breeder of “organic” varieties: 

http://www.seedsofchange.com/market_growers/field_report_navazio_32.aspx 
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In carrot breeding there has always been the propensity to only select the root. One thing I came 

upon while breeding carrots was the huge difference in the amount of carrot top growth. So much 

emphasis of the old-fashioned Nantes carrot varieties was on good-tasting, juicy, sweet roots, while 

the amount of leaf was completely ignored. In fact, there are carrots from different parts of the 

world that have 3 to 5 times more carrot tops than the Nantes varieties. What I've found is that 

certain carrots are notoriously slow-growing, and aren't able to compete with weeds early in the 

season. If you can find a vigorous-growing carrot that cranks out a lot of foliage early, you still may 

have to do a first or even second "hands-and-knees" weeding of carrots, but you'll never have to do a 

third or fourth weeding because it's eventually going to out-compete the weeds. This can save an 

organic carrot grower a lot of money in the long run. 

Anyway it is obvious that by subtracting input from output organic techniques out-yield Green 

Revolutionary techniques and it is also plain that those inputs are fast-dwindling. 

This is not to say that we don’t face a future with severely reduced crop yields – only that we face a 

future dependant on nature, not on fossilised nature. 

Much fertility is currently lost to agriculture – sewage, food wastes, crops for bio mass and so on.  

For the future, the more bio mass is returned to soils, so the more those soils will yield crops in 

return.  As we’ve explored the judicious return of wastes and water should be one of civic justice.  

Too much per acre will leach nutrients to water courses and gas to the air – too little and yields will 

fall.  Actually, if all a culture’s wastes are distributed evenly to the soils which feed it, then they will 

be spread very thinly indeed.  A civic judiciary should consider it a crime to burn those wastes in the 

interests of a little ephemeral heat!  It may also consider it a crime to take too much fertility for 

myself, thus depriving my neighbour. 

Agricultural labour must increase (I’d have thought) at least ten-fold.  Plainly, an economy must live 

in symbiosis with its ecology and so implications for diet are also obvious.  Since we have control of 

whole landscapes, we affect all aspects of terrain.  We must be prepared to eat from all levels of a 

food “pyramid”.  The carnivore at the apex has the smallest population and the smallest bio mass as 

diet.  The carnivore is perfectly efficient so long as she occupies that small area at the apex.  So we 

should eat meat, but in very small quantities.  Where we resist repopulation of wolves for fear of our 

own skins and those of our flocks and herds, we should assume (to a small extent) a wolfish role. 

We don’t need meat, but since we’ve adopted the mantle of curator of landscapes whose laws 

dictate our own, we should eat a little.  We have evolved for grasslands and as predators of 

grassland’s flocks and herds, and although that way of life is no longer possible, grasslands remain 

important and essential parts of both economy and ecology.  I think that militant vegetarians should 

consider eating a little meat and militant carnivores should consider diets of mostly cereals and 

vegetables!  It remains true for all of us that grasslands lie spiritually deep in our common 

evolutionary soul.   

An intensive horticulture ringing and within towns and cities must surely provide the bulk of our 

diets in combination with more widely dispersed orchards and rotated arable/pasture lands.  

Dairy pastures may also lie close to population centres and may provide rotational/fertility 

advantages for horticultural and arable cropping.  Aside from morals, this little book’s scope is 
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general rather than specific and specific questions will arise throughout.  If so, it will have achieved 

its end!  Considering rotations, potatoes (for instance) cannot directly follow grassland in a rotation, 

because wireworms, having lost their grass root hosts, adopt a potato – so we add another course....  

If we all work to a common end, horticulturalists may come to agreements with pastoralists to 

rotate their fields across pastures.  I hope readers will pause at many such spots with noticed 

difficulties.  We’ll have many of them. 

Considering land use we must consider climate change and both the mass of leaf for photo synthesis 

– woodland, hedges, crops and grassland – and the dangers of CO2 release from careless cultivation.  

Since we shall be cultivating more areas more intensively there will be many lessons to be learnt 

through trial and error.  Perennial cropping, inter cropping, mixed variety & species cropping, under-

sowing & arboreal canopy/understory cropping are all fascinating cultural adventures.  Of course 

they may provide similar adventures for cuisine!  A cultural, economic, ecologic, integrated whole 

will be, as it has always been – wonderfully elusive, impossibly complex and a gift to curious practical 

minds and grateful receptive hearts.  That illusive whole is also a source book for religions and arts!   

The Land Institute’s research into perennial cereals offers similarly exciting cultural changes – 

Perennials may yield fewer seeds than annuals do for reproduction, but the advantages of soil-

community stability and also combined grazing/cropping during the same season may out-weigh 

that disadvantage.  Soil is after all the mother of terrestrial life.  The writings of Wes Jackson of the 

Land Institute are well worth seeking out.  (Nature as Measure, Wes Jackson, published by 

Counterpoint/Berkeley 2011) 

Here’s another thing – our landscapes will become more varied and interesting – surely a new 

pleasure?  Leaving hedges to grow upwards and trimming the sides back now and then will quickly 

provide an enormous new respiratory power – and as fields shrink to the size of appropriate 

machinery and labour, many new hedges will be planted.  Hedges have a warming/sheltering affect 

for both crops and animals and provide fruit and blossom for animals, birds and insects with which 

our agriculture is in essential symbiosis.  Hedge bottom plants provide more habitats – and also 

happiness!  - Hedge-row flowers are woven into the literature of happiness.  As an organic farmer I 

know my corn will be aphid-free (or rather, free enough) because of those habitats. 

We’ve all felt the joy of waving seas of grass (as Graham Harvey suggests, they are a deep 

evolutionary home).  Trees also make people happy, while (along with our crops and grassland) they 

replenish the air we breathe.  We can plant them very cheaply in very many spaces.  We can plan 

their growth for timber; for house, furniture and boat building, but not for fuel.  An occasional log 

fire has been nothing to the larger balance of living respiration, but wood pellets, willow-coppice 

and so on, as replacements for coal, gas & oil can only diminish soil biomass and so plant biomass 

and so photosynthetic power.  Those “green”, subsidised wood boilers in every government’s 

“Carbon” audit will turn fertile soils to dust bowls – reducing carbon in soil and increasing it in air. 

TRANSPORT – Of course air traffic is economically out of the question.  If you want to fly, build a 

hang-glider.  Quite simply, each flight that takes off from Heathrow is another nail in the coffin of 

future modern cultures.   

As in all pre-oil cultures, transport by water will be easier than by land.  It should be blindingly 

obvious that we shall be returning to sailing ships.  Following laws of physics, not fossil physics may 

lead us through similar “blind spots” towards other similarly elegant and ordinary solutions.  I think 
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that a doctrinaire localism in a world of unpredictable scarcity and surplus is both culturally and 

physically dangerous.  Trading, sailing ships have evolved over thousands of years.  They will 

stimulate new employment, new skills, new boatyards and new sailors.  We’ve suitable harbours 

about a mile apart on nearly every stretch of coastline.  There, Ruskin’s function may meet its 

elegance. 

ENERGY USE – If energy efficiency and low carbon technologies are thought by themselves to be 

answers to resource depletion and climate change, then we shall be doomed to a world of still-

pillaged resources and an unbalancing climate.  Of course, both are important, but not as important 

as consuming less, or changing our ways of life so that for some part we don’t consume at all!  For 

instance, fuel-efficient or electric cars remain large consumers of energy.  It is better to change the 

ways we work, shop and enjoy ourselves so that we don’t need a car at all:  - Reviving villages and 

towns and so workshops, shops, pubs, theatres, libraries, churches, temples, mosques, synagogues – 

all within walking, or cycling distances from each other.  As we’ve already explored, such an 

approach is an egalitarian one – two people walking, or cycling through a market square, remain 

more or less equal – until they enter tenements or palaces – Cars have been powerful social 

statements, but from an age which is passing.  With regards to flying – Only transcendent fossil 

physics made it commercially possible.  Now it is commercially impossible to the real physics of the 

unfossilised world.  We can fly for pleasure by hang glider, glider or kite. 

THE TRADES – Ordinary laws of physics may also show us some benefits of direct traction from wind 

and water over those of electrical turbines.  I think turbines of every kind will become a universal 

feature of landscapes, but factories and workshops powered directly by gravity and water – or even 

by wind may become familiar sights, which breed familiar skills and familiarly skilful roles. 

Rams, pumps and so on for irrigation, drainage and for the movement of liquid sewage will be 

similarly ordinary locally-maintained devises. 

How we manage to turn wastes into resources will be central to how our economy dovetails with its 

ecology.  If the two remain separate as they are today, then we’ve not a hope in hell. 

One point aside: Fermentation is an essential part of the process of decay and so the gathering of 

gas from anaerobic fermentation for cooking, heating and perhaps transport is an effective use of 

natural cycles.  The changing of the powerful greenhouse gas, methane into heat & CO2 is a 

fortunate trade!  Digested bio mass can be returned to soils close to its production – Gas energy and 

fertility can cycle both ecologically and economically within the cycles of a farm.  Of course, they can 

do like-wise within the short distances of villages, or small towns to neighbouring gardens, 

allotments, market gardens and so on.  Inland cities present their usual problems, but coastal, river 

and canal systems offer useful transport to larger agricultural tributaries. 

Boat building, appropriate engineering, new sailing skills, new agro-ecological skills, combined with a 

dramatic revival of villages, and town centres by an evacuation of retail/industrial parks will demand 

full employment and diverse and specific ingenuities. 

Renaissance! 

FINANCE - We return to where we began.  Money-flow is umbilical to energy-flow in labour and 

other sources – good and bad.  It is umbilical to what we do for good or ill.  Of course, we are not 
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dependent on money, but on labour and resource.  Money stripped of the post-modern institutions 

which feed on it can become a simple tool for complex and beneficial social exchanges.  More 

beneficial than barter, money can be a very useful tool.  I’ll repeat Adam Smith “Goods can serve 

many other purposes besides purchasing money, but money can serve no other purpose besides 

purchasing goods.” 

Money has become so associated with power and property and with their gated, esoteric, druidic 

warrior-priests that we have grown dependent on its mysteries – not on its truths.  We can shed that 

dependency in similar ways to that we’ve explored in shedding the language of property and 

adopting of the language of tools. 

Once we think and speak in the language of tools – of methods not states then we become freed to 

work our way from the bonds of that esoteric dependency – proudly remembering that since every 

fractional part of civilization is a method and not a state, that what we do is a worthy particle of the 

evolving whole. 

Historically people with no money, but with methods have issued shares or bonds to communities to 

propel those methods into being.  Today we see community investment in turbines, village shop and 

pubs, or crofting community buy-outs in the Western Highlands and Islands. 

The method, the labour and the resource are everything.  If we have those, then we can subvert the 

contrary influences of power and property and also change the anachronistic states which power (as 

always in history) would preserve. 

Share systems have generated both personal ventures and co-operatives in local-scale corn mills, 

workshops, shipping ventures and so on and on a larger scale in railways, canals, shipping 

companies.... 

Because it fascinates me, I have mentioned the local finance of Welsh sail-trading vessels in two of 

my previous books.  Those boats were both built and sailed by immediately local labour.  They 

traded as far as Australia and America, though some specialised in Welsh shore-hopping (flat-

bottomed for beaching) – trading along the coast to and from Liverpool, Chester, Bristol and such 

like.  

I think that shipping of both types will be appropriate for the times – financed by local tradesmen, 

farmers and mariners – built by them – the hundreds of old slipways are potent memorials – and an 

essential part of that community’s resilience and self-worth. 

Money is a tool.  Because it is a tool, it fits happily with methods and not with states.  Today’s 

powerful moneymen rule an extremely unhappy state of wild climate change and depleted 

resources.  Their wealth is measured by spending and by property.  However, the wealth of nations 

should comprise of wise and busy methods whose more complex transactions are enabled by 

money.  Money (in wise Arcadia or Albion) flows symbiotically with energy flow.  Its constraints are 

identical to energy constraints. 

         

*** 
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CHAPTER TWENTY THREE 

FARMERS’ MARKETS & SUPER MARKETS 

My moral philosophy is all very well (you might say), but how do we descend from the super-

structures of the oil-driven super market to, or towards that living soil which powers all terrestrial 

bio mass and so all terrestrial economies? 

I really don’t know.  Or rather, I don’t understand how a community can suddenly and utterly shed 

its dependencies on all those oil-grown infrastructures to which it has grown both physically and 

spiritually accustomed.  

I pursue an answer in the rapidity of fashion to enter a both pragmatic and spiritual set of mind.  As 

I’ve surmised, fashion runs deep in evolutionary changes, which is why it is so ridiculed by 

rationalists and sits so uneasily in rational explanations. 

I have also pursued an answer in similarly deep common values. 

I f we consider that our descent may be from the shallowest and narrowest understanding of fossil 

physics and into the broad, complex, forever part-mysterious world of true physics, then you may 

glimpse something of the potency of my nostalgia! 

Our own story, on this small and insignificant Welsh upland farm is one in common with others 

whose values have lead them to where we have met.  I mean in a world of both moral and physical 

weights and measures – of deep childhood and filial memories – of probity – of tools – of tastes, 

smells and textures – I mean in farmers’ markets where money transactions are symbiotic to the 

workings of a once and future culture.  Ninety percent of Bryn Cocyn’s produce is now sold directly 

to real people who have similarly sought out real produce.  Ten percent disappears as commodity to 

end who knows where?  The ten percent has contributed to the decay of town centres, village and 

corner shops; has re-enforced a dependency on retail parks and so car traffic; has increased 

unemployment – and has hastened both resource deletion and climate change.  So I am guilty.  The 

farm’s economic margins are so tight that we have been unable to shun the commodity market 

altogether.  The ways out from a mire are through it to the other side – not by changing the mire 

from within, but by necessarily peaceful compromise with (let’s be plain) the enemy.  The super 

market is a barbarian invader, without either pragmatic ethics, or common historical values.  Our 

battle is no less than the restoration of the common values and ingenuities of a once and future 

culture. 

A farmers’ market (or any street market) does not ask for a political identity.  It is where the soil, 

weather, dexterity and ingenuity of a terrain come to town.  Those qualities are the foundation 

(along with sea & river) of every township.  Even the wildest, most rights-obsessed, post modern 

consumerist lives in an agriculture – As the saying goes, if you eat, then you are involved in 

agriculture.  A market town is a catholic place, holding to itself, every side of every argument.  My 

customers exhibit every shade of politics: extreme left to extreme right, green to green 

revolutionary!  They have politics, opinions, loves, hates and morals. 

The super market has none of those things.  Ring roads pass them by. 
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So a fashionable, mass and sudden movement to evacuate retail parks and super markets and to re-

occupy deeply-familiar town centres, villages, market squares proper shops and so on could be 

common to those with every political opinion. 

Such a mass movement is the only hope that I can see of halting, or mitigating humanity’s trajectory 

into the Anthropocene.  As we’ve explored, “improving” super markets from within by Fair Trade, 

Organic, Sustainable and other labels only supports the continuation of what becomes a newly-

verified, but still suicidal economic system.  

Although they come from every age-group, class, income bracket and political shade, my farmers’ 

market customers are nearly all of a type which I instinctively “like”. 

I see them as the vanguard of a “movement”.  I think their uniting principle is that they’ve come to 

see that personal responsibility is the source of happiness.  They (of course) cook and are interested 

in the methods used to grow those ingredients.  That’s the thing again – the method, not the state – 

ingenuity, not dependency.  They garden, repair their own electrics, or guttering!  They talk to their 

children and they have opinions – again not in the language of property, but in the language of tools. 

 They don’t necessarily inhabit a green, organic, foody or transition town movement.  Well, that is no 

defining category, although of course some are from or would support those movements.  I feel 

closer to them than to green and organic friends.  Fellow stall-holders have observed how few of 

those who are vociferously green, “new economical” and so on actually attend and participate in 

new economic activity!  This is a mystery that calls for some investigation. 

For instance, box schemes, community supported agriculture schemes, and all schemes devised 

within the serious, irresponsive language of states and property command similarly “serious” 

interest.  I don’t denigrate the genuine, earnest probity which sometimes lies behind those schemes 

– but it interests me how the language used often adapts from the original convivial language of 

tools and mutates into the serious and amoral language of property!  It has been similarly so, 

throughout history, that truth, probity, curiosity, conviviality - in short: common humanity has 

phrased its suits to the ignorance of Power by (to be understood) using the language of power.   

I suggest that argument with the powers would be better used in traditional “working class” 

demands for statutory space for gardens and garden shed/workshops within housing developments; 

for the provision of more allotments; for further street market provision; for integrated public 

transport systems; for fair wages.  These fit within the similarly traditional bread and circuses 

crumbs, which the powerful have grown accustomed to distributing (for the good of their souls) to 

the “deserving poor!”   

But we are ruled (as always) by thugs and goons.  We must leave them to their thuggeries.  They are 

incapable of change and we cannot change them.  This is not to say that a thug cannot become 

human again – but he does so by resuming his natal, curious language of childhood – the language 

and discourse of tools. 

Meanwhile, Community-Supported Agriculture Schemes and so on are no substitutes for a bustling 

market square, where anyone, once upon a time, could both buy and sell.  How can they be a 

substitute for those long back-garden plots, which once ran behind nearly every red brick 

Edwardian/Victorian terrace?  Those things brought resilience, self-worth and a little private 
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happiness in apparently (so the modernist story goes) brutal times.  I don’t dispute the brutality of 

those times, but I do dispute the careless post-modern telling of it.  Those ordinary terraces, garden 

plots, corner shops, pubs, street markets and so on nursed a cultural and culture-creating language 

of tools.  Where we hold tools we hold ingenuity, skill and self worth and what’s more tools change 

something into something else. 

Many, of course, disagree with my analysis, believing that changing or restricting the climate 

changing, resource depleting behaviour of the greatest economic powers will produce the greatest 

economic benefit.  So successes of that approach might be seen in nature reserves, right to roam 

legislation, green belts, fair trade labelling, organic labelling, pesticide legislation and environmental 

agricultural payments.  People may be seen in super markets with conspicuously “green” shopping 

choices – creating market signals to super markets to stock more of those products.  Consumerism is 

a persuasive mix of apparent participation by market signals, of rights inherent in labelling and yet of 

utter dependency on the invisible finance of an invisible extraction.   Consumerism will be provided 

with whatever it wants, but it takes no part in the methods of provision – beyond that of buying a 

car and buying petrol and buying insurance and buying.... to get out to the ring roads where super 

markets lie.  So we buy greener cars and also demand our rights for them.  In effect we buy more 

“organic” farms by our shopping choices.  We buy with our wages.  We buy with and from our 

dependency on a state.  We may think we are “informed” to choose well, but we have chosen from a 

catalogue of party political and super-commercial packages and have taken no part whatsoever in 

the creation of a culture. 

Those “green” consumers and labelling providers, such as the Soil Association have proved to be the 

most effective of all servants of the powers of state.  As I began, dearest Reader, knowledge is not a 

function of power – It only became so, when oil power placed tools in the unthinking, amoral hands 

of the powerful few and removed them from the skill, ingenuity and most importantly – the probity 

of the trades. 

NGOs whose reports and enquiries are written in the language of property do far more harm than 

good, because they endorse both that language and those properties.  NGOs need to adopt the 

popular language of tools – in which curiosity, doubt, diffidence, tragedy and comedy can be 

articulated.  They need not be politic.  They need to be true.  The serious language of property 

asserts the status of irresponsive states.  Above all, in times of rapid social change we need to be 

rapidly responsive – using rapidly adapted tools.  As I say, Economic and ecologic restraints are 

identical in skilled and observant societies. 

Many of my “Green” friends are struggling to find a way in to political conversation by way of the 

language of property – the language of power.  They are deluded.  What’s worse, that language can 

lead to further delusions: the delusions of power.  So my friends fly to summits, conferences and 

conventions, speaking in the language of power of the folly of such flying and of rising CO2, 

depleting resources and so on.  They have transcended ordinary, fallible humanity by becoming 

more important than their effects. 

In that transition from the rich language of tools to the Spartan, but narcissistic language of 

property, they have simultaneously stopped thinking of new tools and methods.  On the contrary, 

they can become more interested in projecting gravitas and applying the influential powers inherent 

in a new public and political identity!   
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Anyway, those who seek out proper shops and farmers’ or street markets are defined by their use of 

the language of tools.  It is a convivial, elastic and dynamic language – After all it was used by 

Geoffrey Chaucer and William Shakespeare and remains a medium for all that might endure. 

Farmers’ markets are a tool for the transactions of an emerging culture – a whole culture embracing 

every shade of humanity.  However, in my projected future I see our farm’s produce receiving a fair 

price from revived village/corner shops and high streets.  Our skill is in farming and growing.  I’d let 

that be our future identity, while renewed, specialist identities grow in highly-skilled work shops and 

shops.   

Meanwhile, farmers’ markets may become powerful tools of transition towards that convivial 

division of labour between the fields and towns of Albion.  I’ll be happy on the day when we use our 

skill to farm and others use theirs to take our produce, transform it and pass it on into culture.  

 


